
Apharmaceutical company now needs to
spend on average $880 million to bring a
drug to market1. This figure represents a

trebling of cost over the last 10 years – the result of
more complex science required to discover, develop
and register new drugs, coupled with increased reg-
ulatory requirements. Close to 20% of the $880 mil-
lion and approximately 5.5 years are spent in basic
research and discovery (Figure 1). There is an urgent
need to improve the efficiency of the drug discovery

process providing a higher output of well validated,
high quality lead molecules ready for preclinical
development (Figure 2). The industry is faced with a
new chemical entity (NCE) crisis. Historically dis-
covery has provided five NCEs to development per
thousand discovery employees. The challenge is to
increase this output to 14 NCEs per thousand dis-
covery employees in order to sustain long-term
growth2. How can this be achieved? How can com-
panies maximise efficiencies of internal processes to
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Balancing quantity and
quality in drug discovery
There is a need to innovate in order to stay ahead, a need to maximise the
value of the R&D engine by increasing the flow of novel drug candidates and
yet, reduce the time to market. Does access to more targets mean a higher
probability of success? Or will more targets increase complexity and lead to
higher downstream attrition rates? Companies are faced with the dilemma of
not knowing which early stage candidate will become the blockbuster that will
help maintain their required growth rate.

The R&D process – time and money
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ensure increased R&D expenditure bears fruit?
How can they improve the efficiency of 
R&D processes through the use of new drug dis-
covery technologies? 

More targets = increased probability of
success?
Perhaps the sequencing of the human genome3

could be the solution to some of the issues. The
plethora of novel targets, which can be accessed
today through the human genome project and
identification of more than 35,000 genes, has evi-

dently not yet provided the same exponential
increase in ‘preclinical development ready’ mole-
cules. The complexity of pursuing novel proteins
and the genes they encode has increased due to the
lack of biological information surrounding these
proteins. It is very important to understand the
biological function of these unknown proteins
prior to designing novel lead molecules. Pursuing
unvalidated targets may lead to an increase in attri-
tion rates, and this unfortunately may not occur
until a molecule has reached proof of concept in
the clinic and by then most companies have spent

Figure 2
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1991-1995 1996-2000

NCE output/approvals
(products per company)

12.3 7.2 -41% change

R&D spend (US$ billions
per company)

5.9 8.5 44% change

NCE peak sales 
(US$ per product)

536 786 46% change
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Has R&D efficiency improved?

Paradox in pharmaceutical industry

NEW DRUG APPROVALS DOWN; R&D SPENDING UP

1996: 53 drugs approved
2001: >$30 billion

1991: $12 billion2001: 24 drugs approved
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close to half a billion US dollars. Despite the ava-
lanche of novel targets which the human genome
project has provided, companies realise that this
may not increase the probability of successfully
bringing a new drug to market. 

A new culture
A new discovery culture has emerged requiring a
repositioning of research capabilities to meet
demands of novel complex technologies such as
genomics, high throughput proteomics, high
throughput screening and parallel synthesis. The
ability to rapidly prioritise targets is changing sci-
entists’ way of thinking. It is important to discard
failing targets at an early stage and to rapidly select
new ones that show greater promise. 

Need for innovation
A consequence of the increased expenditure of
taking a drug to market and the decreasing num-
bers of new drugs being approved is an even
greater need to capture innovation (Figure 3).
‘Me-too’ products cannot sustain the required
growth and market exclusivity in new classes is
rapidly declining. Pharmaceutical and biotechnol-
ogy companies alike need innovative products to
justify premium pricing and to gain market share.
According to McKinsey & Co, by 2010 more
than $200 billion in peak revenues will be at risk
from patent expiration unless there are significant
legal changes. In comparison, worldwide pharma-

ceutical sales in 2000 were just over $300 bil-
lion4. An average of 75% of the top 20 pharma-
ceutical companies’ 1999 revenue will face gener-
ic competition by 2005 and ‘value-added gener-
ics’ will pose a serious threat to small and medi-
um-sized companies5. 

Quantity versus quality
What does a company need to take into account
when optimising its portfolio at the early stage of
drug discovery? A company has to decide what it
is trying to balance and what it is trying to achieve.
Companies balance early-stage risk versus long-
term rewards by investing in programmes, which
could potentially yield the blockbusters of the
future. A company also needs to strike a balance
between which novel technologies to build in-
house versus external alliances and outsourcing
arrangements. The dilemma is not knowing which
technologies to invest in or which approach to take
to generate the best rewards. Furthermore, balance
in drug discovery between quantity and quality of
potential drug development candidates is funda-
mentally very important. The temptation of pro-
gressing an overabundance of poorly validated
molecules into formal development which subse-
quently may fail, must be balanced against the time
spent on carefully identifying and validating drug-
gable targets which downstream can lead to a drug
being developed and brought to market within an
acceptable timeframe. 

Figure 4
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Traditional versus novel approach

THERAPEUTIC AREA PERSPECTIVE
● SINGLE TARGET APPROACH

TARGET FAMILY PERSPECTIVE
● CHEMOGENOMICS MULTI-TARGET APPROACH
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Maximising drug discovery efficiency
It is important to recognise that it is not sufficient
to establish the novel discovery technologies avail-
able today, in-house or through collaboration with
enabling technology companies. The key is ‘tech-
nology integration’. Only a highly integrated
multi-disciplinary approach, integrating disciplines
such as genomics, biology, chemistry, structural
biology, modelling and pharmacology can max-
imise the flow of novel drug candidates to meet the
challenging goals.

One approach, which has the potential to
increase the flow of NCE into development, is to
establish a technology platform in discovery
focusing on gene families as opposed to the tra-
ditional therapeutic area approach (Figure 4).
One of the key attributes of such a platform is
that it is highly integrated and allows a massive
parallel drug design to be performed. Whereas
many large pharmaceutical companies have the
individual disciplines in place, they are often not
integrated (Figure 5). Many may have difficulty
reorganising the entire infrastructure of a
research department from the traditional thera-
peutic area focused approach to a gene family
approach. At the same time it is tough for a
young biotech company to afford the investment
in the technologies required to successfully estab-
lish a highly integrated approach. 

This integrated technology platform, referred to
as chemogenomics (Figure 6), can leverage similar-
ities among members within gene families to allow
a rapid transfer of activities from one sub-class of
targets to another, ‘target hopping’. Target valida-
tion is performed using a variety of appropriate
technologies. Additionally, compounds are mor-
phed from one chemical class to another, ‘scaffold
morphing’. The chemogenomics approach allows
the generation of focused libraries with drug-like
properties by library teams focused on a particular
gene family, eg kinases. Moreover it allows the sys-
tematic capture of vast quantities of chemical intel-
lectual property at a very early stage. Other disci-
plines including protein expression and purifica-
tion, X-ray crystallography and computational
chemistry form part of this highly efficient drug
discovery engine, with the goal to maximise the
production of new chemical entities. 

What lies ahead?
As the pharmaceutical industry evolves and effi-
ciencies are gained, ensuring long-term growth tar-
gets are met, we will continue to see novel tech-
nologies become an integral part of drug discovery
and development. Ways of lowering the attrition
rate will include screening in silico, high through-
put genomics, early ADME (Absorption,
Distribution, Metabolism, and Excretion) and tox-

Figure 5
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icity prediction to filter out unwanted properties at
an early stage. Longer term, biomarkers and SNPs
(single nucleotide polymorphism) will routinely be
used as part of clinical trials.

Gene family research is one drug discovery
approach which has the capabilities of improving
the efficiency in discovery, generating a sustainable
growth for pharmaceutical and biotechnology
companies alike. This approach balances quantity
and quality of lead molecules progressing into
development. Chemogenomics combines diverse
technology disciplines and an integrated organisa-
tional philosophy allowing drug discovery time-
lines to be reduced while increasing success rates in
early development. Gene family research and other
approaches will continue to evolve as the industry
remains under pressure from patent expirations,
pricing pressures, intensified competition and pres-
sure from financial and political sources. These
increasing demands are all strong drivers for con-
tinued change.

There is always a desire to continuously
improve. The Japanese have a word for this:
KAIZEN6. The word was originally defined as:
“KAIZEN means improvement. Moreover,
KAIZEN means continuing improvement in per-
sonal life, home life, social life and working life.

When applied to the workplace, KAIZEN means
continuing improvement involving everyone –
managers and workers alike”. DDW
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Chemogenomics strategy
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